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The Meaning of Numerology
Our names are much more than just a means of identification or a family relationship.
Our destiny and experiences are written in our names given to us at birth. Numerology is
here to protect, guide and reward those who have the foresight and wisdom to observe
and understand the influences, insight and experiences written in our names.

It has been acknowledged throughout the ages, that names play an essential part in
influencing and directing the destinies of mankind and that they represent experience,
human nature character and divine sanction. The importance of names is frequently
brought out in the Bible. On several occasions the Lord changed the names of his
chosen ones, to represent the duties and services to be carried out. There were times
when a name was chosen even before birth, as in the prophecy of Jesus Christ.

Numerology shows our inherent capabilities and the spiritual commands hidden in our
names and the number comprising them. It is often called the blueprint of the soul.
Pythagoras gave life to Numerology by applying mathematical formulas to the name,
which reveals the ultimate life goal of the person bearing the name.

Deep in the heart of everyone lies the dreams of riches, self-actualization and spiritual
evolvement. The way is there and hidden in each person's name. Numerology will help
you discover it.

The Meaning of Birth Force
Everybody wants to know the secret of how to be successful. To be assured of one's
future, right from the start in the business world, is a dream almost to good to be true.
This can happen for you, right now if you understand. On the day you were born, a
record of what you are like, what you have to offer the world, your talents and abilities
were outlined. The Birth Force is what you came here to experience.

If your parents had read this valuable record, much anxiety and uncertainty could have
been spared. They would have had the understanding required to direct and guide you,
to help you achieve your inherent goals. The Birth Force is a great tool to use when
choosing a career. It tells you what you are fitted to do. It's your innate resource of
talents and abilities that you can draw upon as you go forth to meet the responsibility of
your Destiny, as shown by your name at birth. Even though the Birth Force and Destiny
numbers are different in purpose and meaning, they work together. If you have
confidence in yourself and your natural abilities that come from your Birth Force, and
work toward the goals of your Destiny influence, you will surely achieve success. By
knowing yourself you will avoid feelings of insecurity. The rule for figuring the Birth
Force is to add up the numbers of the month, day, and the year you were born and
reduce them to a single digit.

William's Number 4 Birth Force
William, your birth date makes you the practical type with outstanding qualities of

organization, trust, loyalty, dignity and devotion. You are naturally conscientious, honest
and have a strong sense of right and wrong. Your values are realistic and you probably
don't take chances unless the odds are good. You are naturally friendly and have a fine
sense of dignity and self-worth. You like to have a plan or goal in life and work out details
with patience, precision and accuracy. You have a fine ability to manage and to establish
order and routine.

Number Fours are generally very loyal, sensible and down to earth, with a sensible,
scientific and positive approach to life. William, you also possess will power, and once a
decision is made, it's generally carried through to the bitter end.

The number Four Birth Force is sometimes said to be a hard path to follow, because it
predicts a life of work and effort. However, it gives you the aptitude for hard work and
you probably possess perseverance. When a problem presents itself, you can see it as a
challenge, and seem to do better then when things are too easy. Be careful not to be too
rigid, and guard against being bossy and dominant. Watch out for these negative
tendencies, they can create difficulties. Instead, allow your fine powers of constructive
endeavor and management to shine in your business and social affairs.

There is opportunity in occupations that require organization, attention to detail,
precision, systematic routine and the ability to bring plans into concrete form.

Anjelina's Number 5 Birth Force
Anjelina, your birth date 06/04/1975, makes you among the true communicators and
mixers of the world, and possess a unique ability to bind people together. You are
versatile, progressive, adventurous, happy, and you like your freedom. You are
independent and require frequent change, travel, variety and the unexpected. You are
active and at your best when you have more then one thing going on at once. However
you can become impatient and restless if things move along too slowly. You hate routine
and require change and versatility in your life if you are to be truly happy.

Wherever you are, things will not remain the same for long, because you have a natural
resourcefulness and a great deal of enthusiasm. You keep things moving, as you are
clever, versatile, and a quick thinker with a good imagination and a gift for words. At
times, however, an inner restlessness can cause you to act too quickly and burn your
bridges behind you. Anjelina, you can sometimes be totally unaware of the feelings of
others around you, and must guard against being too aggressive, self-indulgent, and
irresponsible. You must also guard against allowing the love of freedom and change to
become too strong, thus scattering your energies and being the "rolling stone that
gathers no moss."

Your quick thinking and versatility give you authority and power in all lines of business
and progressive activities. When aroused to action, you can be very bold and invincible,
and will challenge any obstacles in your way.

The number Five Birth Force is magnetic, outgoing and usually well liked in an instant by
others. They will do more, see more, and be exposed too more then any of the other Birth
Force number.

There is opportunity for the number Five through direct communication with the public,
and through business that caters to the public's desire for life, travel and excitement.
Anjelina, you will do well in a career that calls for energizing power, rather then routine.
Opportunity also exists through scientific analysis and the unusual.

The number Five's occupation should be chosen carefully. It should allow them freedom
of expression and individuality. If these character traits are suppressed, then their
natural talents as motivator's and communicators are wasted.

William's and Anjelina's 9 Birth Force Composite
William and Anjelina, you have vivid imaginations. Your relationship has a broad range of
feelings and a sensitive nature. You are also sympathetic, tolerant, generous and
compassionate. You can sense the depths and heights of life and the glory of existence,
and you have a deep feeling for mankind. You are capable of doing interesting and
lasting work in the world when your natural compassion is expressed. William and
Anjelina, you are broad-minded, impressionable and eager to take on the responsibilities
of life. However, you may be disappointed at times if you don't find the perfection you
seek in others or in yourself. Guard against this and rise above these disappointments.
Try to realize that perfection cannot be reached all at once, but must be earned.

Inspire, counsel and help others, but be careful of giving too much of yourself, for this
may only delay you from the universal work which your talents permit. You have a
remarkable power to influence others for the good or bad, and also have a extraordinary
personal magnetism. William and Anjelina, you are romantic, idealistic and are able to
love deeply and passionately. True love will remain with you always, because you are
tolerant, broad-minded and compassionate.

At times, you can be unusually timid, uncertain, doubtful, or moody and show a
weakness of character. This is because you cannot attain the perfection you so deeply
realize or reach your ideal. Don't be this way. William and Anjelina, you have such a
wonderful power to turn the worthless into the beautiful, the ugly into the attractive, and
to promote peace and rebuild humanity. If you follow this path and goal, your success
will go beyond your expectations.

Opportunity can come to the number Nine along all emotional, artistic and dramatic lines
of business. Also along lines of business having to do with the broader phases of living.
Through foreign affairs, governmental activities, travel and business dealing with and
including many people. Opportunity can come from your ability to place, employ and
train people for successful careers. Also in the ability to beautify environment, property,
homes and land. Also as a physician, teacher or lawyer. Charitable and religious
activities will provide financial gain.

The number Nine stands for the "brotherhood of man". You must learn to be the
complete humanitarian and must learn to serve and love your fellow man. William and
Anjelina, you must realize the basic universality of all people and need to abandon all
prejudices. If the general good demands it, you must be ready to give up all personal
possessions and ambitions and expect to be used for the good of mankind. You must
attract all things, but hold onto nothing. You must settle nowhere, but consider the world
your home. You must give your sympathy and love, without restraint, and you must learn
the law of fulfillment, for this is the end of a series of initiations.

Your opportunity will be found among inspirational, emotional and artistic people, and
your direction on the Nine path will be to the many, or the all. Number Nine is the true
giving number and people with the number Nine Birth Force can be very generous and
willing to place themselves secondary to others. They can feel very deeply for individuals
less fortunate then themselves. This is the highest number in numerology, so
consequently the purpose and attitude in life of those with the number Nine Birth Force
is one of a philosophical nature. Honesty is very important to you, and misuse of your
trust by friends, companions, or associates could cause tremendous friction and loss of
confidence.

Your compassionate nature searches for the worries and problems that cause other
people's sadness, with a desire to rectify the situation. William and Anjelina, your
profound understanding of life often manifests itself in the literary and artistic fields.
Here you can express your deep emotional feelings. You can frequently surprise people
by creating a totally new artistic experience, as you rarely conform to the normally
accepted boundaries within these areas. You can make friends easily because people are
attracted to your magnetic personality.

Number Nines possess many wonderful talents, with the most rewarding being their
profound gift of understanding people. If this gift is used correctly it can be of much
benefit to the well being of others.

William's 4 and Anjelina's 5 Birth Force Compatiblilty
These two are total opposites: The four is a list person and will finish everything in the A,
B and C categories just as they planned. They have an appointment calendar and stick to
it, arriving right on time for every appointment. The five, on the other hand, made a list
once but lost it, and finds keeping an appointment calendar to rigid; and something
always come up that makes them consistently late for appointments.

They can balance each other well. The four providing the stability the number five lacks
and the five provoking the four to be more spontaneous and less practical. However,
turbulence may arise from the five's irresponsibility and frivolous expenditures which are
sure to disrupt the four's carefully laid out budget. The five on the other hand, may find
the four dull and rigid and can become infuriated with the four's stubborn nature and
refusal to give in to the five's spontaneous whims. Only with compromise will this couple
live in harmony; the four needs to lighten up on their guidelines and set aside some time
for the five's spontaneous adventures and the five needs to make lists and stick to them

to become better organized.

In bed the five's sexual adventures will surely bring the four out of their rut and will
undoubtedly test the four's endurance.

The Meaning of the Hearts Desire
Has anyone ever said to you, "Why don't you think like I do?" This remark, instead of
influencing you, may have annoyed you to the point of wanting to do something
completely different.

If everyone acted and thought alike, there would be no incentive to grow and develop,
create or carry on. Instead, there would be no progress and no fun in living; complete
boredom. Man's link in the chain of divine activity and divine principle is the right to
constructive self-expression. We are born free souls and must grow and live in ever
increasing attunement and beauty from within. Only then can we be true to our divine
privileges, and our fellow man.

The Heart's Desire is one of the most important numbers in Numerology. It is found from
the letters a-e-i-o-u in the name at birth. The Heart's Desire number will help you discover
what it is you desire to be, or do.

The urge of the Heart's Desire is so strong, that at times it overrules all other traits of
character; even those of the Birth Force and Destiny. At other times it may lie dormant
and be repressed by circumstances until suddenly awakened, it becomes active with a
surprising force, changing all well-organized plans for work and success. This inner seed
of self-expression is within every person. However, not all people hear or stop to listen to
the call of the soul's command and fail to gain from its life-giving energies.

If you are thinking about joining another in a domestic relationship or business affair, it
is wise to know the inner nature of your loved one or associate. Even though you may
have a lot in common, there will probably come a time when the inner nature of the other
person (or your own) comes to the surface. This may come as a surprise, if you are not
prepared, and may cause problems. However, if you are prepared, it could bring a deeper
understanding and greater happiness.

The nature of the Heart's Desire never changes. In the background, the urge of man's
soul is quietly taking part in his desires, interests and affairs. To summarize, the Heart's
Desire is: What the individual values most, personal likes and dislikes, methods and
ways of looking at things, the way the true character will be expressed, the ambition and
incentive, the soul's longing, the individuality and the inner urge.

William's Number 1 Hearts Desire
William, you are strongly individualized, independent, ambitious and capable of great

accomplishments. You like to feel independent and do things in your own way and are
not one to shirk responsibility. You probably have a lot of determination and inner
strength. You want to get ahead in the world, but by your own intelligence and effort, and
may not be truly happy in a subordinate position. If you find yourself in such a position
for any length of time, it may mean you are not delving deep enough into your heart for
the strength of character that is there. You have too much executive ability,
determination, creative force and inner power to allow you to stay at the foot of the
ladder of life.

You will make your way in the world with satisfaction and ease if you make use of your
latent powers of original and interesting ideas and executive ability, and apply them in a
constructive manner. William, you don't mind working alone; however, you want to
handle only the main issues, leaving the details to others. You have a tendency to refer
everything to yourself and want your home, children, spouse, etc. to be a credit to you.
You seek out opportunities to display your usefulness and strength, and are proud of
your abilities and want to be praised for them.

At times your determination and inner will can become too strong, and now and then you
can be impulsive, stubborn, or headstrong. William, you do not like to be told what to do,
or be under the control of those who are not in harmony with your methods or ideals.
This might make you appear egotistical, bossy, dominating, or contrary, and could lead
to misunderstandings or unhappiness at certain times in your life. All Ones need to
cultivate friendliness and human interest.

Keep your self-confidence strong and stand up for your rights. Maintain pride in yourself
and your accomplishments, but at the same time, always express your plans and ideas
with sincerity, courtesy, and graciousness. This will build character and make you a fine
leader, admired by others.

You also feel the need to be recognized and at the head of things in your home life and
business. As long as your nature is generous and kind, you always will be. You are loyal
in friendships, and fair in business. You want to succeed and are usually capable of
doing great things in life.

Anjelina's Number 9 Hearts Desire
The number nine heart's desire wants to serve the whole world, and is deeply
impressionable and compassionate. Anjelina, you are self-sacrificing, and want all to
benefit from your experience and knowledge. You are always ready to teach or help
those less fortunate, without thought of yourself, as you have an inner sense of the
"brotherhood of man."

You have a tremendous power to influence others for the good when you make your high
ideals a reality. Anjelina, you can become discouraged if your ideals are not realized in
yourself or in others, as your sense of perfection is very high. Don't allow this
discouragement to continue, however, as there is something so warm and all
encompassing in your nature, that you can reach out and touch the cosmic heart and

mind, if you aspire to divine love.

You are intuitive and have a deep understanding, which enables you to touch the hearts
of all people. Through your expression of love, tolerance, and compassion, you truly
become one of the chosen of the earth, and patience, sympathy, and forgiveness, even
for the lowest of mankind, should always remain foremost in your expression.

You have a dynamic inner force, and when you remain true to your inner desire for
harmony, beauty, and service, you can materialize your dreams of success and love.
Anjelina, you should never be afraid to stand up for your ideals, for you could become
very unhappy if you lose faith in yourself or life.

Through your natural generosity and your desire to do good in the world, you may at
times find yourself being imposed upon or drawn into situations that you do not fully
understand. Be careful of this, and try to temper your love for service with reason and
caution. At times you will be torn between your feelings and the struggle between your
personal ambitions and desires, and your higher self. You sincerely seek to attain true
perfection, as you are so keenly aware of the glory of love and service. However, the
desire for human love, admiration and sympathy can fill your mind and pull you away
from your path of tolerance and generosity, thus causing an unrest within your soul and
a confusion in the lives of those who love you.

You have a great gift for inspiring and lifting others to great heights of perfection, but
you need to control your emotions, as they can lead to your downfall and make you too
sensitive for your own good. Instead, try to utilize your emotions in a positive and
constructive manner by turning them to a creative endeavor of a universal nature.

You abhor the inharmonious and unattractive, and require a mate who is of the same
aesthetic nature as yourself. You are capable of great intensity in love, as you are a
romantic at heart, and are attractive and loved by all. You will need to cultivate balance,
definiteness, and emotional control.

William's and Anjelina's 1 Heart Desire Composite
You are strongly individualized, independent, ambitious and capable of great
accomplishments. You like to feel independent and do things in your own way and are
not one to shirk responsibility. You probably have a lot of determination and inner
strength. You want to get ahead in the world, but by your own intelligence and effort, and
may not be truly happy in a subordinate position. If you find yourself in such a position
for any length of time, it may mean you are not delving deep enough into your heart for
the strength of character that is there. You have too much executive ability,
determination, creative force and inner power to allow you to stay at the foot of the
ladder of life.

You will make your way in the world with satisfaction and ease if you make use of your
latent powers of original and interesting ideas and executive ability, and apply them in a

constructive manner. You don't mind working alone; however, you want to handle only
the main issues, leaving the details to others. You have a tendency to refer everything to
yourself and want your home, children, spouse, etc. to be a credit to you. You seek out
opportunities to display your usefulness and strength, and are proud of your abilities
and want to be praised for them.

At times your determination and inner will can become too strong, and now and then you
can be impulsive, stubborn, or headstrong. You do not like to be told what to do, or be
under the control of those who are not in harmony with your methods or ideals. This
might make you appear egotistical, bossy, dominating, or contrary, and could lead to
misunderstandings or unhappiness at certain times in your life. All Ones need to
cultivate friendliness and human interest.

Keep your self-confidence strong and stand up for your rights. Maintain pride in yourself
and your accomplishments, but at the same time, always express your plans and ideas
with sincerity, courtesy, and graciousness. This will build character and make you a fine
leader, admired by others.

You also feel the need to be recognized and at the head of things in your home life and
business. As long as your nature is generous and kind, you always will be. You are loyal
in friendships, and fair in business. You want to succeed and are usually capable of
doing great things in life.

William's 1 and Anjelina's 9 Hearts Desire Compatiblilty
The number one is captivated by the generous loving qualities the number nine presents
to the world, and the nine is intrigued with straight forward determined nature of the
number one. The number one can help the nine to better streamline and direct their life,
while the nine encourages the one to be more compassionate. The devoted nine provides
the one with regular encouragement and adds a more universal outlook to their
numerous, innovative ideas.

Due to the nine's many philanthropic projects and wide variety of friends, the one may
find their private time a bit to scant for their liking. However, the benevolent number nine
belongs to the world and may not understand the one's possessive tendencies. The
number one would do best to wittingly impress upon the nine that charity begins at
home, and if tactfully done, the devoted number nine will happily oblige.

The one may have difficulty understanding why the nine gives so much of themselves
and their resources to others. At the same time, the nine may feel the one is
uncompassionate and self- centered. When conflicts arise, the nine, quick to forgive and
forget, knows just how to stroke the stubborn one's ego to insure a truce, before things
get out of hand.

The ready to please number nine is ready to follow the number one's lead in the bedroom
and delights in the one's exotic creativity.

The Meaning of the Destiny
"What are my chances for success in this life and what does life hold in store for me?"
These are questions asked again and again by intelligent people, searching to find
themselves and their right place in life.

Written in the symbols of your name at birth, is the story of what you were born to do. It
tells the part you will play on the stage of life, now and in the future. Life is not a matter
of chance and uncertainty.

Every name given at birth is unique. It contains a divine promise and divine command of
personal privilege and opportunity. In return, it demands a promise, to keep faith with the
purpose written on the Destiny scroll of the name. It is a spiritual awakening to know
what your name means.

Your Destiny requirements are not always easy to meet. They may include undesirable
experiences you do not understand. However, as you flow with these experiences, you'll
eventually swing into the full tide of accomplishments you were destined for and will
experience the wonderful satisfaction of fulfilling your purpose in life.

The exact name given to you at birth tells this story. All other names, signatures,
nicknames, changes of names or married names are but channels through which the
Destiny is expressed and worked out. You may not be fully in performance at first, but if
you keep trying, you will find it easy and finally gain the success, love and repeated
rewards your name has promised you.

The Destiny number is found by adding all the letters in the name given at birth. It is your
field of opportunity, your life's purpose. It is what must be given of yourself to others and
to life and what you must live up to in this lifetime. Your Destiny will tell you the
environment you require and the kind of people you need to surround yourself with. It
also explains the spiritual mission to which you have been appointed. Don't read it as
"what you are", read it "what you must do".

Throughout your lifetime, the Destiny requirements remain the same. They can never be
neglected. Many experiences brought about through your Destiny number will test your
willingness to be true to the purpose of your birth.

William's Number 4 Destiny
It is your mission to make things lasting and permanent, as you are a builder and are
destined by life to play the role of "organizer and manager." William, you must bring all
imagination down to earth and must make dreams practical. You will not be permitted to
take things easy and you could meet many serious problems until you become proficient
in establishing regulation, system, order and form in your personal and business

problems.

You were born to take responsibilities and others will ask you for your protection and
support. If you wish to get the most out of life, you must try to establish unity between
the idea and the result. Regardless of the kind of work you undertake, your lasting
success will depend upon building from the ground up. You must give plans body and
form and must strive for tangible results. Carelessness can be your undoing, as "haste
makes waste" in your affairs.

Any new plan or change must lead to better security, management and order. From birth,
you were destined to stand for the principles of determination, faith, patience,
perseverance, sincerity and honesty.

At times you will need to broaden your opportunities. During these times look into
undertakings which have to do with the maintaining of established order and system,
education, employment, administration, regulation of ceremonies, building, engineering,
exchange, buying and selling. If you should deal with abstract ideas or religion, you must
see that these are organized for the use of others.

William, your own success will depend upon your ability to establish order and system in
all of your undertakings. Associate with people who are doing worthwhile and practical
things. Among your friends are organizers, scientists, promoters and lawyers of the
standards of living. Morals are a part of your attraction and charm in marriage, love and
friendship. You should not be careless in your selection of friends, and even though you
may be selective in friendships, you should try for a feeling of unity with all people. This
will add to your popularity and success.

You may have to take a stand for your own rights, as problems with relatives may enter
your life. Be willing to help them and do not be contrary. Build your life after the pattern
you feel provides opportunity for your talents and security for yourself. You are destined
to be a strong character.

You will find opportunity as a physician or surgeon, chemist, electrician, skilled
craftsman, executive, organizer, buyer, accountant, scientist, instructor or professor,
technician, author of technical works, master mason, builder, contractor, musician, or
horticulturist.

All fours express themselves best in material mediums. They insist upon organization,
accuracy and system. The highly mental choose to teach or write.

William's Destiny Testing Number 13
The 13/4 Testing Number or Karmic Debt as it's often called, was developed by avoiding
work in a previous life, probably by passing it off on others. You must strive to
understand this burden and make the effort to move on to a more positive use of its

energy. The key to overcoming Karmic Debt is awareness.

The 13/4 may well exhibit traits of the negative 4. He may be stubborn and obstinate and
feel confined and limited, although he's convinced it's not his fault. It may be difficult for
this individual to change his course of action in a more productive direction.

In this life, the individual will be forced to work very hard, harder than he feels is fair. If
this work is avoided however, the situation will only worsen. This person must avoid
looking for an easier way, and accept the work at hand. By doing this the Karmic Debt
will be erased.

Anjelina's Number 9 Destiny
Anjelina, you have come into this world to stand for all that is fine, beautiful and
charitable. You will have many opportunities in life and life will give you many gifts, but
in order to keep them for yourself, you must be a representative for all that is fine,
generous and true to the world.

The keynotes to your happiness and success are generosity, understanding, tolerance,
love and compassion. The most ordinary undertakings must be changed from the
common to the lovely by your thought, presence and ways of doing things. The
standards of your life should be drama, art, music, romance, color, ideality and
perfection.

Anjelina, you may have many tests and experiences and may even seem to fail until you
learn to express forgiveness for one and all. When you learn that true love is service to
many, rather than to one, then all that you desire in companionship and love will come to
you. By clinging to personal possessions, love and power too tightly, might mean to lose
all. However, when you express love as a divine law, you will receive a much greater love
then you have ever dreamed of.

Dramatize life, the beautiful, and not the sorrowful. In this way, you will be put into
command of the best that the world has to offer. Be true to your destiny of love, service
and the brotherhood of man.

At times you will need to reach out to broader fields of opportunity. You have no real
limitations of opportunities, unless you make it so by careless living. Through all walks
of life, people will help you and you will be able to help them when you train you mind to
universal thought.

Among your friends should be writers, lawyers, physicians, painters, artists, orators,
religionists and ambassadors. Your generosity should be known, even to those in the
lower walks of life. Always be impersonal and do not allow popularity to go to your head
at any time, for a too worldly life, weakness of purpose or habit, could cause you to miss
out on the thrill of taking a hand in the molding of minds and hearts of humanity.

Do not be colorless or drab in your dress or environment. Instead, make the expression
of your personality colorful.

You will find opportunity as a composer, writer, artist, reformer, healer, teacher,
preacher, advisor, judge, criminal lawyer, surgeon, doctor or humanitarian.

In all forms of expression, the number nine gives freely of his emotion. He works best in
those areas of life where human understanding, kindliness and inspiration are essential.

William's and Anjelina's 4 Destiny Composite
It is your mission to make things lasting and permanent, as you are a builder and are
destined by life to play the role of "organizer and manager." You must bring all
imagination down to earth and must make dreams practical. You will not be permitted to
take things easy and you could meet many serious problems until you become proficient
in establishing regulation, system, order and form in your personal and business
problems.

You were born to take responsibilities and others will ask you for your protection and
support. If you wish to get the most out of life, you must try to establish unity between
the idea and the result. Regardless of the kind of work you undertake, your lasting
success will depend upon building from the ground up. You must give plans body and
form and must strive for tangible results. Carelessness can be your undoing, as "haste
makes waste" in your affairs.

Any new plan or change must lead to better security, management and order. From birth,
you were destined to stand for the principles of determination, faith, patience,
perseverance, sincerity and honesty.

At times you will need to broaden your opportunities. During these times look into
undertakings which have to do with the maintaining of established order and system,
education, employment, administration, regulation of ceremonies, building, engineering,
exchange, buying and selling. If you should deal with abstract ideas or religion, you must
see that these are organized for the use of others.

Your own success will depend upon your ability to establish order and system in all of
your undertakings. Associate with people who are doing worthwhile and practical things.
Among your friends are organizers, scientists, promoters and lawyers of the standards
of living. Morals are a part of your attraction and charm in marriage, love and friendship.
You should not be careless in your selection of friends, and even though you may be
selective in friendships, you should try for a feeling of unity with all people. This will add
to your popularity and success.

You may have to take a stand for your own rights, as problems with relatives may enter
your life. Be willing to help them and do not be contrary. Build your life after the pattern
you feel provides opportunity for your talents and security for yourself. You are destined
to be a strong character.

You will find opportunity as a physician or surgeon, chemist, electrician, skilled
craftsman, executive, organizer, buyer, accountant, scientist, instructor or professor,
technician, author of technical works, master mason, builder, contractor, musician, or
horticulturist.

All fours express themselves best in material mediums. They insist upon organization,
accuracy and system. The highly mental choose to teach or write.

William's 4 and Anjelina's 9 Destiny Compatiblilty
Ideal business partners, the four can organize and implement the nine's most
magnificent dreams, bringing them into practical realization. The number four is
practical, conservative and a hard worker while the nine is the humanitarian, whose main
goal is to make the world a better place. The number four may balk at the amount of
money and time the number nine spends on charitable activities. At times, the nine may
feel that the four is being rigid and restricting and feel their intentions are
misunderstood. The four, in turn, feels the nine is emotional and extravagant and may
become jealous of all the nine's outside interests; sometimes feeling neglected.

If arguments develop, the stubborn number four is not likely to give in easily.
Fortunately, however, the number nine forgives and forgets gracefully and will be the
peacemaker in the relationship. The nine is very generous and sincere in their love and
the four loves to be of service to their romantic number nine . . . especially in bed.

If the number nine can accept that charity begins at home, and the frugal number four
can donate a portion of their hard earned money to the nine's favorite charity they can
live harmoniously.

The Meaning of the Personality
The personality will open many doors of opportunity when it's understood and made part
of the character. It should be the channel through which the true character is expressed.
An individual's personality does not represent the inner nature, nor is it the true self.
Instead, it's the outer self; what you present when meeting others in business or social
situations. There is a strong tendency to judge people by their personality. This can lead
to many misunderstandings. A pleasing personality may cover up talent, weaknesses;
even sincerity and honesty. On the other hand, a person with good abilities and
character may be overlooked because of a dull or unattractive personality. The individual
is quite often unaware of these mannerisms. As the person gets older, these traits
become habits and may be very difficult to change. When attempting to get ahead in the
world, it's important to combine the meaning of the personality number, to the talents of
the birth force, and the more powerful urge of the heart's desire. This will allow for true

character building. Since the personality is the way we express ourselves, it's important
to be in harmony with this number when expressing ourselves. The personality number
is found by adding all the consonants in the name given at birth, and reducing them to a
single digit.

William's Number 6 Personality
The number six personality is not overly concerned about looks or wearing apparel, but
does enjoy clothes made out of good material.

You should always give thought to the way you look and are dressed, and avoid
becoming overweight. The number six enjoys easy to wear clothing, and likes to be
comfortable.

You see yourself in a happy, comfortable, and secure home life, with a loving family, and
beautiful and artistic surroundings.

Anjelina's Number 3 Personality
The number three personality is easy to talk to and generally friendly. Because of its
artistic nature, the three likes to wear fancy clothing with bows and ribbons, as well as
jewelry.

The number three should not wear extreme styles or overdress, but should be
attractively dressed and wear clothing of good material.

Anjelina, your imagination pictures you as attractive, popular and sought after. You see
yourself expressing in art forms, shedding happiness and beauty wherever you go. All
your doings and sayings are applauded and you always have an appreciative audience.

William's and Anjelina's 9 Personality Composite
The number nine can benefit through the use of color as an expression of the
personality. The color black should be avoided by the number nine, although it is often
worn as a way to keep in fashion, and to feel well dressed.

You like to be comfortable, and may have a tendency to become careless in your dress.

The two of you gain many friends through your generous and warm manner, and you will
have the ability to influence others with your magnetic personality.

You can be highly emotional, and have an understanding of the sufferings of others, with
a genuine love for humanity, and an eagerness to be of service to mankind.

William's 6 and Anjelina's 3 Personality Compatiblilty
These two compliment each other in a remarkable way. The number six is great at giving
advice and the three is more happy to accept it so they can get on to something else.
Both love social outings and are popular at parties. Six is constantly being asked for
their sensible advice and the three is the center of attention with their jokes and
merriment. The six has no problem with three being the star and bestows their own
lavish attention on them, which thoroughly delights the number three. If the three
continually strokes the three's ego, the three will adore their dependable mate. The home
loving number six provides the three with stability and is happy to shoulder the
responsibility. In turn, the three keeps the relationship exciting with their charm and
vivaciousness. Though they seldom argue, conflicts could arise if the six overwhelms
the three with advice or the three fails to stop talking long enough to listen to what the
six has to say. If they can avoid these communication pitfalls, this a match made in
heaven.

In bed, the loyal, loving number six is happy to participate in the three's creative and
electrifying fantasies.

NumberCalc Compatibility Chart
William Bradley Pitt
And
Anjelina Jolie Voight
William
Section
Value
Birth Force
4
Hearts Desire
1
Destiny
4
Personality
6

Testing

13

Anjelina
Value
Testing
5
9
9
3

Relationship
Compatibility Composite
9
45
1
19
4
49
9
36

